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Iván Pérez

There's  something  of  the  settler  and  stake-holder  in  what  important 
photographers do: they manage to define and possess a distinct territory of 
operations,  some  intersection  of  geographical,  typological,  and  conceptual 
coordinates.  Andreas  Gursky  is  the  emperor-chronicler  of  multinational 
corporate culture, the photographer of record of global capital as manifest in 
its major architectural monuments (much as the Bechers defined and owned the 
antecedent industrial landscape of the Seventies and Eighties). Rineke Dykstra 
is arguably the reigning sovereign of adolescent portraiture. Thomas Struth 
has made the museum and museum-going virtually his. Philip-Lorca DiCorcia has 
defined a hybrid of the documentary and the theatrical. Photographers give us 
a sharp new view of the world by making a section of the world incontestably 
their own. Iván Pérez is making a claim to the stages and consumers of public 
spectacle. He is fascinated by the rituals and ritualization of sight-seeing, 
the act of beholding - whether natural tableaux or man-made objects of wonder. 
For this series of photographs taken in 2004 during a residency in New York, 
Pérez visited the city's great zoos and botanical gardens, and trained his 
camera on people looking. Everyone in these pictures is captured in states of 
enthralment, or at least absorption. Pérez is interested not in individual 
psychology; but rather in the process by which we are transformed into visual 
consumers. In their intent captivation before and within so many simulations, 
microcosms, and dioramas of nature, the people in Pérez's photographs look as 
if they're satisfying a basic, even an unconscious, desire. Often seen through 
veils of foliage and sheets of glass, or from the back, or faraway, the 
viewers themselves are subsumed and even seemingly dissolved within great lush 
machines of visual seduction. Pérez has also made numerous videos in which he 
takes  on  similar  concerns,  but  along  a  more  pronounced  allegorical  and 
satirical  axis.  (Frame  sequences  from  three  of  these  videos,  Zapping, 
Landscapes, and Heavy are reproduced on pages below; Landscapes and Heavy were 
done in collaboration with an artist who goes by the single name Campanilla). 
Zapping shows a fireworks display startlingly erupting on a patio outside a 
non-descript apartment. Landscapes documents the two artists-uniformed, as if 
hard at menial work-methodically visiting various picturesque vistas. And in 
Heavy, the artists air-guitar their way through a rock performance before an 
industrial landscape.
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